Colorful Cowl Kit - from Jagger Spun

Sample Knit in Jagger Spun Mousam Falls
C1-Aster
C2-Lemon
C3-Persimmon
C4-Aqua

C5-Chicory
C6-Rhubarb
C7-Pacific
C8-Artichoke

SZ 9 - 16" circular needles
CO 108 - Place a marker
Rows 1-11: C1 - Knit a picot edge - (Knit 5 rounds, Round 6 -Yarn Over, K2OG, Knit 5 more rounds)
Row 12: Fold the bottom piece of stockinette up so the wrong sides of either side of the eyelet round are together. This
next round, you have to knit the stitch WITH a stitch from your cast-on (CO) edge.
Rows 13-20: C2 - *K1P1* repeat to end.
Rows 21-28: C3 - Work seed stitch pattern alternate Rows a and B
Row A -*K1P1*
Row B - *P1K1*
Rows 29-37: C4 - Work simple Cable Pattern
K 4 rounds
Cable row: *Slip 3 sts to cable needle, hold in front, k3, k3 from cable needle*
Repeat all the way around
K 4 rounds
Rows 38-46: C5 - Work basket stitch pattern
Row 1-4: *K2P2* around
Row 5-8: *P2K2* around
Rows 47- 53: C6 - Purl every stitch
Row 54- 61: C7 Wide rib - *K4P4* (note on this row: This will finish with two knit facing ribs meeting up so one rib will be
8 stitches. It is a slight mistake on my part but I went with it. Normally this is not something I would tolerate :). But I let it
go, I did not think it would be noticed overall but it is a slight mistake. If this will make you crazy pick a different stitch
pattern for this color - Maybe a Mistake rib *K2, P1, K1, P1* repeat around for 7 rows (this will work for 108 stitches).
Row 62 - END: C8 Knit a picot edge - (Knit 5 rounds, Round 6 -Yarn Over, K2OG, Knit 5more rounds) Fold the bottom piece
of stockinette up so the wrong sides of either side of the eyelet round are together. This next round, you have to knit the
stitch WITH a stitch from your cast-on (CO) edge.

